
Becoming a Paddlesport Instructor

I requested to go on the NEW Paddlesport Instructor course as I was running
community education groups in Glenrothes and we had started to focus on
outdoor learning. The course seemed like the perfect first step as it would allow
me to take out first time paddlers and introduce them to the sport in a fun and
engaging way. 

SCA Member Andy takes his first step into running outdoor learning
sessions, by becoming a Paddlesport Instructor.

The rescue assessment wasn’t until the second day and we were reassured by our excellent instructors (Matt
Haydock and Mike Spencer) that this was nothing to worry about. If we were a bit dodgy on certain rescues,
there would be time to coach us up to the required level.
 
Matt and Mike introduced us to the new pathways to instructing, guiding and coaching to show us the possible
routes we could take to continue our coaching journey after the course had ended. But we weren’t in the
classroom for long. We were out in the storeroom quickly, scooping up our paddling equipment as we role
played being newbies to the sport; this was a great way to see how to start a session.
 
Mike and Matt took us through inventive and fun ways to warm up a group (we were scooting round the bay
pretending to be a train at one point) before covering essentials like safely moving boats.  Our tutors were an
encyclopaedia of knowledge and it was great to hoover up all their tips from their many years of coaching.
They started by running a mock introductory session with us and this allowed us to explore our views on the
best way to start off a group. After we had come to our own conclusions they got us to re-evaluate our
decisions and guided us towards a better approach which made for an excellent learning experience.
 
We also had the chance to plan and run an introductory session on our choice of boat. It was awesome to
see the other guys’ ideas and the way that they approached a session. I even learned how to seesaw over
another canoe on one of these sessions which was brilliant fun. The assessment passed very quickly in the
afternoon and it wasn’t a stressful experience at all. Mike ran us through the skills we had to showcase and
ticked us off after we had demonstrated we could do it.
 
All in all it was a great experience and by the end of it I not only felt ready, but excited to run my first
session.

II’ve only been kayaking for a couple of years but you don’t need to be an expert paddler to take this
course. The Foundation Safety and Rescue Training (FSRT) was a prerequisite and I found that the FSRT
helped set me up to succeed in the Paddlesport Instructor course as a focus of the assessment is your
rescue skills.


